SNAMP Quarterly Meeting – Q1 2013

Agenda

Date and time: Monday, April 29, 2013, 10:00 am - 3:00 pm PDT

Location: UC ANR building, Davis (for directions see below)

Meeting Purpose:
• Provide direct communication between UCST and MOUP on a quarterly basis, as committed

Desired Outcomes:
• Shared understanding of Collaborative Adaptive Management, SNAMP process agreements, and MOU partner roles;
• Shared understanding of 2014 SNAMP budget;
• Update on SNAMP fisher team;
• Input from MOUP leading to shared understanding of SNAMP integration framework and integration metrics, and how integrated results might be shared with multiple audiences;
• Progress of UCST: Q1 updates report (in written form, provided via email or website)
• Scheduling of quarterly meetings for 2013 and 2013 Annual meeting (via email)

Welcome and overview for the Day - Kim Rodrigues
Roles, relationships, and responsibilities
Ground rules

1) Introduction (10:00-10:20 am) – Patricia Flebbe and John Battles – Meeting Leaders


Desired Outcome: To ensure shared understanding and agreement on these critical terms as they relate to how we frame our final product(s) to maximize relevance and application of
shared knowledge. What are adaptive management needs of various MOUPs that can be informed by SNAMP?

3) Review of process agreements for SNAMP, such as the UCST neutrality statement and data sharing agreement (10:35-11:05 am) – Kim Rodrigues and Maggi Kelly  
Desired Outcome: To remind UCST and MOUP of the guiding principles and key operational agreements as related to SNAMP. Discuss timeline and process for data sharing with MOUPs and the public.

4) Roles of MOUP (11:05-11:25 pm) – MOUP coordinators for federal and state agencies  
Potential Desired Outcome: To ensure a true partnership in SNAMP, including all signatory agencies, that will maximize success of SNAMP (shared responsibility for success). How can SNAMP be integrated across agencies to meet their adaptive management needs? Who needs to do what to re-engage state agency partners? What are some specific next steps?

BREAK (11:25-11:35 am)

5) SNAMP fisher team update (11:35-noon) – John Battles

6) 2014 SNAMP budget (12:00 – 12:30 pm) – John Battles and Patricia Flebbe  
Desired Outcome: An understanding of what work is required in 2014 to complete SNAMP, the total cost, and what contributions MOUPs can make to fund completion.

LUNCH (12:30 – 1:00 pm)

7) SNAMP integration and the final report – seeking input from the MOUP (1:00-2:30 pm) – Peter Hopkinson and UCST
   -general integration framework;
   -integration metrics; comparisons, trade-offs;
   -how to present integrated results to managers and to the public;
   -timeline and process for information sharing and review
How might UCST better connect to existing manager trainings, workshops, and events to ensure we are providing useful tools to managers and others?

8) Planning for next MOUP/UCST meeting to increase MOUP participation
Planning for public input on final report – October 2013
Brief update on CAM workshops from PPT
UCCE PI update – Kim

Wrap-up, Evaluation of the Day
Next Steps

Conclude and depart by 3:00 pm.

**Directions to UC ANR building, Davis:**
From Highway 113 take the Hutchison Dr exit and make a left over the freeway. Follow it towards the new dorms/UCD buildings and by 2 traffic circles and head west towards the airport, then take a left on Hopkins Rd. The ANR building will be on your right.

There might be some parking in front, but most likely people will have to park in the gravel lot adjacent to the ANR building – there is no cost to park.